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The reasons for writing Divine Comedy should be found in the worldview and biography of its author. He experienced an unhappy love for Beatrice, which he idealizes in the pages of the song, and because of political and financial problems he was forced to wander around Italy for the rest of his life. The hard way - and it's undoubtedly the
way through the worlds of the metaphysical world - must have inspired Dante to write Divine Comedy. Dante began writing his work in 1307 and finished it only a year before his death, in 1321. Then the title of the poem was Comedy (then the title is a serious beginning and a happy ending). The adjective divine was added by his readers,
recognizing the genius of the creator and noticing in his poem not only a masterpiece of the era, but all subsequent ones. The time and place for the action of Dante's Divine Comedy Extraordinary Journey begins on the night of Good Thursday on Good Friday 1300. The poet departs from the dense forest and consistently crosses all parts
of Hell, Purification and Paradise. He reaches Heaven on the morning of Easter. Thus, the entire journey takes 3 days. The most important literary motifs in Divine Comedy Page 2 Dante's theme begins with a famous metaphor that sees sinful life as a dense forest. It was there that Dante got lost and at the age of 33, the night before
Good Friday 1300, goes on an extraordinary journey. Above the hill he sees the sun, which gives him courage, which is an allegory of God's presence. On the way to the hill are three animals - allegory: panther (sensitivity), lion (pride) and wolf (greed). Retreating from the wolf pursuit, Dante hardly falls into the abyss; he is saved from the
fall by Virgil. The ancient poet explains dantem the prevailing principles of the place where he found himself - the way up will open only the arrival of the Diagram (the allegory of Christ the Judge). Until the animals allow him to enter the mountain, so he must choose another way to choose the way out of the forest. It leads through hell,
cleans and paradise. Dante goes on a difficult journey under the guidance of Virgil. He assures Dante of God's care and informs him that Beatrice, Aligieri's lover, sent him. The wanderers reach the gates of Hell and read the inscription: Whoever enters, say goodbye to hope; Hell is a place where lost souls suffer or don't end-end
nuisance. Sandro Botticelli - Dante Aligieri (1495) Dante Aligieri - Italian poet, born in Florence in 1265, reaches his page 3. He studied many m.in as well as rhetoric, grammar, philosophy and theology. During his lifetime, the dispute between the empire and the papacy ended. The Aligieric family belonged to Gvelf's guerrillaism, he chose
the party of white gwelfs in favor of settling with the emperor. As a result of political upheaval and upheaval, he had to leave Florence under threat of death. He remained in exile for the rest of his life, remaining in various Italian courts. The poet died in Ravenna in 1321. Dante's youth was a strong sign of the experience of the unfortunate
love for Beatrice Portinari. This feeling was so unusual that the poet saw the girl only twice and did not exchange a word with her. The death of a 25-year-old girl not only prevented him from realizing, but also plunged him into despair. Dante's greatest work is Divine Comedy, considered a masterpiece of literature by the Middle Ages and
the Renaissance. In addition, m.in: Feast, Words of Love and Rhymes. Page 4 The Rise of the Holy Western Cross dates back to the 15th century. It is known that the oldest copy of this work, preserved to this day, dates back to 1470 and was made in the Benedictine monastery on the Fox gar by Andrei Supsky. This work, which is
defined as a plankton (part of mourning, mourning someone's death and calling for its coexistence), was most likely part of a larger whole that was closer to the unknown mystery of Good Friday (a play depicting the torment of the Lord). According to modern scholars, The Cry of the Holy Cross is considered one of the greatest examples
of Polish medieval poetry. This is mainly determined by two factors: a thoughtful and interesting composition and a very innovative representation of the Virgin Mary. The interpretation of the Holy Cross of the Crying Sacrificial Lament is a work that fits into the medieval current of Dolorism (from Latin dolor - pain, suffering). She also uses
the popular theme Stabat Mater Dolorosa (Permanent Mother of Sorrow). This work shows the pain, despair and suffering that accompanies our Lady as she stood under the cross, and Dante is the main character of the work. The wandering of the afterlife should be an opportunity for him to be morally refreshed, a way out of the forest of
sin in which he found himself. Dante the hero very much survives in this journey, during the road is accompanied by a lot of emotions. He often feels fear, sympathizes with many condemned souls who had noble intentions, but nevertheless found themselves in hell. He often cries, several times faints with impressions ... more about the
value of Dante's poem is evidenced by the fact that it is a successful attempt to present a complete picture of the medieval world - as the people of that period saw it. Thus, this world is, above all, ordered by the Divine Specific sins or virtues will place a person in the hierarchy of Hell, December, or Heaven. There is perfect order in this
world. In addition, Dante places in the afterlife almost ... more Divine comedy is undoubtedly the greatest work of Dante Aligieri - an outstanding Italian writer. At the time of creation of the work in Italy began a new period in the history of literature - Revival. He brought into the culture previously forgotten values, and the attention of the
man, aimed at business, has so far been ignored. Therefore, it is not surprising that the work presents not only the characteristics of the Middle Ages, but also those that we attribute ... More Hell It has the shape of a giant consisting of 9 circles of bunker; More and more sinners are built on each bunker. At the very bottom is Lucifer. Above
the gates of hell there is an inscription: Lasciate ogni speranza, voi ch'entrate (Forsay all hope, you who enter here).1 circle - Limbo (foreays) - virtuous pagans (Horace, Homer, Ovid and others) - excluded from Heaven only because,... More Divine Comedy is one of the masterpieces of world literature. However, its reception requires
appropriate knowledge and preparation. We have prepared a comprehensive introduction to reading, and it contains basic information about its creation, construction of work and characters. We invite you to read! All quotations from Divine Comedy used in the text, directly and from the translation of Edward Prebovich. You can also
download the following article in print - the full Divine Comedy has been published on just 8 pages. Download PDF for free: Dante Aligieri - Divine Comedy - introduction.pdfBasic information and the structure of the divine comedy Divine Comedy (La Divina Comedia) is included in the masterpieces of literature on a global scale. It is
considered the most perfect expression of the culture of the late Middle Ages, admired its timelessness - despite its strong roots in the realities of his time. It touches on issues that have troubled humanity for centuries. Written by Dante during his exile from Florence.  It dates back to 1304 and ended three to four years before his death,
but it is possible that Aligieri perfected or supplemented his work for the rest of his life. His journey through the afterlife was divided into three parts - three main stages: - Hell, - Heaven, - Paradise. Metrum poem eleven-vowel related tercine (aba, bcb, cdc). The fixed structure contains exactly 14,233 verses. Each of the three parts
consists of 33 songs, their sum after the original song in Hell is 100. The number of verses in each song is almost entirely equal, although they do not have same length.  Each cantica ends with the same word - stars (Stelle). The whole structure is symmetrical, consistent and guarantees order. Repetition of multiples of 3 and 10
emphasizes the perfection of the text.  Divine comedy - where did this last name come from? The name comedy was in accordance with the principles of medieval rhetoric - it, unfortunately, begins and ends well. The term comedy can also apply to different styles of writing and the inability to qualify the work in the genre.  The adjective
divine was added not by the author, but by a remarkable offspring, it was given to the Venetian edition of 1555.  The sources of the Divine Comedy Sources Dante drew from while writing Divine Comedy are varied, some of which we can only guess. First of all, the inspiration and basis here was classical literature, works of Horace, Ovid
(borrowing content in the field of mythology, to which there are many references to divine comedy), and above all Virgil, whom Dante puts the hero of comedy and whose works he refers directly, without hiding admiration and respect for his genius. The help of the 6th book Enead is especially noticeable, which speaks about Aeneer's
descent into the kingdom of the underworld. Dante himself wanted Divine Comedy to be a medieval Eneida, a masterpiece of this or that scale.  No less important, as well as the works of classical authors, is, of course, Writing, and in some swamp, most likely, comes from it Latin mystic-ascetic literature, as Vision of Vettin by Valafried
Strabo (the title character crosses hell, cleans and paradise under the guidance of an angel, meeting both historical and modern figures).  Among the works to which Dante could also turn to the Navigation of St. John. Brendan is the abbot of the monk Benedict of the late 9th century, the cleaning of St. Patrick's Henray Sotri, as well as the
works of Italians such as Giacino da Verona and Bonvesin Della Riva. One of the evidences of Dante's novelty is the creation of a full-fledged structure of the afterlife, which did not appear in any previous authors. In particular, he finds their parts - Hell is located under Jerusalem, which is the center of inhabited areas of people, Purification
is located on the slopes of the mountain, and paradise is at the top. Divine Comedy - The duration of Divine Comedy has a strict timeline, exactly one week from Friday 7 April (Holy Thursday, which was proclaimed by the Pope an anniversary, which for Christians is of great importance) until April 14, 1300. Dante 35 years during his
journey - in the life of the hike, during the break (on average life in the Middle Ages was estimated in the 1970s, hence the term half the time).  The general interpretation of the Divine comedy Divine Comedy will not succumb to a clear interpretation, its paths can be multiples. The work can be seen as a prophecy, the culmination of the
poet's universal reflections, some synthesis of the then knowledge of the world.  It is possible that this is the realization of the author's moral mission or a statement on topics relating to the reader at the time. Some, on the other hand, see Comedy simply as a work of art, in which the author gives an idea of his undoubted skill. Each of
these roads is possible, and we will find many arguments in the poem in support of them.  Characteristic of Divine Comedy variety of interpretations makes it vague, uncertain and problematic for researchers, eerie attempts of ambitious and uniform synthesis, and its reading depends primarily on sensitivity, expectations, as well as on the
knowledge and capabilities of the reader.  The historicality of the Divine comedy about the novelty and greatness of Divine Comedy is also its story. It tells the story of a real event that takes place in real places, has a historical and geographical basis. The text becomes believable, Dante presents his journey not as a vision or a dream, but
as a real journey, the immediate inspiration of which is Virgil's Aneida. The elements of the landscape mentioned in the Divine Comedy are related to Tuscany, the hills characteristic of the region. Along the way, he meets real characters built of realistic elements and historical or literary facts. In his world he moves as a concrete man,
thirty-five years.  The structure of Dante's hell is definitely the part that speaks to us most strongly today because of the vivid image, the dramatic situation, the evocative choice and the clear characteristic of the character. This part is characterized by dynamism, which after leaving hell the hero disappears. Sinners in Dante's hell are in a
rational order divided into the essence of sin. This theoretical organization creates the entire criminal system, and the separation takes place on the system taken from Aristotle: - incontinence, - violenzia, - frode. However, the individual, respected circles are already the innovative idea of Dante, the complete and detailed structure
compacted into hell is this: Selva - lets go at the foot of the mountain, where Dante is lost and in which he meets Virga, this is where his journey begins.  Porta dell'inferno - the inferno's inferno - the lobby of hell, which contains passive people who, in their lives, have not played either side of good, evil Acheronte - Akeron River, through
which the dead cross Cronte - Charon (beginning of the group incontinienzia) Circle one (Cerchio I) - Limbo - abyss, un baptized persons and unborn children, their only punishment is the lack of hope for the image of God, hence veilirgius Circle II, Lussuriosi - sensual, in them emotions prevailed over reason, sinned with promiscuity Circle
III - Voices - Lax Circle IV - Abari e Prodighi - stingy and spreaders unable to control Circle V - Iracondi e accidiosi - , exchemen (end of the group incontinienzia, the beginning of the group violenzia) Circle VI - Eretici - heretics - can not be associated with God, so there is a separate Circle VII - violenti contro il prossimo - aggression
against its neighbor - violenti contro Se stessi - aggression against himself - violenti contro Dio - aggression against God (end of the group violenzia the beginning of the frod group) Circle VIII - Frode - crooks - ruffiani e sedutori - stators - lusingatori - flattery non-truth-signalists - simoniaci - holy merchants - magicians e indoviani -
magicians and fortune tellers - barattiers - chess players - ipocriti - hypocrites - ladri - thieves di disorde - sowers of discord - kaina - traitors of the family - Antenora - political traitors - ptolomea - traitors of friends and guests - giudecca - traitors benefactors Lucifer - Lucifer - traitor to God Dante Pilgrim The first tercin of hell, and at the
same time the first tercian of the entire Divine comedy, is anonymous: In the life of wandering, half-eyed trace unyant way In the depths of darkness I found myself a forest lost man can be anyone , other content is indicative of universalism. In Divine Comedy it is extremely important to separate Dante from the pilgrim Dante, the hero of
the poem. Dante's first-person writer informs the recipient of a journey already made, and Dante the traveler all the events described in the poem survive along with the recipient.  Dante is a pilgrim modeled on Aeneas, whose significance lies in the achievement of Lazio, the foundation of Rome - the foundation for the Roman Empire, on
whose territory Jesus was born and where the papas founded. This is done in order to show the centuries-old Roman history, perceived from a spiritual perspective. Traveling through the realm of death, meeting and communicating with exhausted souls shows the pilgrim Dantem the essence of human evil and what he himself needs to
give this evil and follow the path of good. Dante-figure is slowly preparing to learn the most important truths, but they go beyond the human mind, about which the author of us In paradise.   We are dealing with the gradual inflating of consciousness, which is to protect the hero from the irrationality of evil and is a means of achieving God -
the source of all knowledge. The further into the abyss of hell, the more important the doctrinal issues become. The hero, on the one hand, himself all the time and presents his story, but symbolically it is the entire Christian community, which will have to face the problem of saving its soul, which we will tell in more detail in an instant. The
contrapses of the souls of the people that Dante encounters in hell during his journey are not symbols of a particular nod, but a way of human inclination to sin - Dante describes the life stories of mortal souls, their attitude acquired in life. Hearing them, we came to one conclusion - what kind of person in life, so it will be in the afterlife. The
principle of counter-pass, which Dante creates the entire penitentiary system, is extremely important here.  Punishment is always like sin or vice versa, but it always corresponds to it. For example, in the 6th part of Hell, the souls of heretics are placed in burning coffins - here, and in particular, the author emphasizes the movement of the
Epicureans, they believed that the soul dies with the body, so, in their opinion, their souls are forever rooted in coffins, which on Judgment Day (when souls gather dressed in bodies) will close.  On the other hand, in the Third Song in the lobby of hell the opposite is true - passive souls who did nothing in their lifetime, paradoxically, ran for
the banner - a sign of belonging, choice. Thus, there is the concept of figurative realism - the state of souls after death is connected with their modern life.  Dante introduces specific historical personalities and wants to emphasize that salvation, or lack thereof, is related to the will of man and the right to make independent decisions - God
gave man free agency.  Dante does not represent abstract considerations, note that every time we deal with a specific and individual story, each of them gives a practical dimension to speak as deeply as possible to the reader, which automatically equates to the presented problems. The figures of Virgil and Beatrice Virgil - a symbol of
human life, has vices, limitations and at the same time Virgil is the greatest literary idol of Dante, whom he considers as his conductor, a symbol of philosophy Beatrice - embodies and symbolizes the perfection, idealization and synthesis of both Christian and secular love, the symbol of theology and its victory over philosophy. from the
first visions of purification in literature. It contains souls who, despite their sins, have a chance to atone for their mistakes and eternal life in Paradise. The inhabitants of December, on the one hand, reflect on the eternal life that awaits them, but, like the inhabitants of Hell, they are not yet able to separate themselves from the thoughts of
their earthly life that they have left on earth. Fundamental differences between the inhabitants of Hell and Purgatory: repentance - purgatory of the soul repented of their sins, showed repentance for them and received divine forgiveness, have the opportunity to participate in the process of purification in purgatory of the soul not dark
forever in one place, but to go to the mountain Purgatory is a symbol of the utopian community, which, in solidarity, thinks of receiving salvation, finds strength in God, the Bible. In this part of the afterlife, Dante presented his fulfillment of the political ideal, a world in which people and institutions work together to achieve God's goal. This is
by far the most original part of The Divine Comedy. Paradise When it comes to presenting the last part of the afterlife, paradise, Dante himself had no idea how to imagine it, because it is difficult to imagine perfection. He lacks an accurate moral organization. He tried to resolve the issue by acknowledging that he did not fully remember
this stage of his journey and therefore found it difficult to describe it. This corresponds to the general opinion, because paradise must eerily the limits of human cognition, so that Dante does not build it out of specifics like the two previous parts. The author faced an artistic and ideological problem, a difficult literary nature - how to talk about
God.  Cleansing is therefore one big metaphor, there are references to the Bible, Platonic thought, Arab culture, scholasticism, there are definitely a few fragments that distance ours from tradition and the personal, original idea of the writer. The inhabitants of Paradise are completely deprived of earthly passions and detached from earthly
life, they are completely absorbed in their love for God, and it is in it they find the most perfect happiness. In the last part of the work returns reflections on the difficulties raised at the beginning. Dante-author and Dante-pilgrim figures gathered in paradise. The last part of Divine Comedy performs a metal function.  The means of expression
used in the Divine comedy of scientific terms of the then world (unfortunately disappears in translation) a complex dictionary of court expressions taken from colloquial speech borrowed from the French borrowing from Provencal Latism neologism of its own dialectic from the Italian regions language very picturesque, Dantejskie
comparison compared to things close to the reader, such as what he may know, the richness of the allegory, the metaphor, the periphery of Dante Aligieri is considered the father of the Italian language - padre della lingua Italian. Throughout The Divine Comedy, his word range is about 27,700 - by comparison, Guido Cavalcanti used
about 800 of them in all his works known to us.  Divine comedy in Polish culture In Poland the fascination and provision of the brilliant Divine comedy begins very late, because only in the era of Romanticism. Previously, Dante was mentioned only in his Annales by Jan Dyoosh. Romantics, on the other hand, began to translate the song,
translations of which have long functioned in other languages. The first translation we know about Julian Korsak's Divine Comedy was in 1860. Translations of excerpts from the comedy were carried out by such great Polish authors as Adam Miscavige, Theophilus Lenartovich and Cyprian Camille Norvid. The first decades of the 19th
century date back to the emergence of science in Europe, which is a santology. Julian Klyachko, who wrote Florentine Evening in French, contributed to its development in Poland.  In 1909, the most famous translation of the Lviv novelist Eduard Porebovich was created - this translation, despite many ambiguities and inaccuracies, is
considered the best Polish translation of Divine Comedy. Also known is the translation of Alina Svoverskaya since 1947. Kalixt Moravsky, author of a monograph dedicated to Dantem in 1961, is considered the most outstanding Polish dentist. Dante's influence is most noticeable in the literature of the nineteenth century, we see it in the
works of Julius Seuvsky, Sigmunt Krasinski (Non-Divine Comedy), Lenartovich, Norvid. Later inspiration is noted in the works of Miriam-Przesmitzky, Kasprovich, Saff, Mishos, Gombrovitch. The bibliography of K. Szaboklicki, History of Italian Literature, Warsaw 2008. 2008. boska komedia opracowanie pdf. nie boska komedia
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